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Figure 1.1: A subset of the graphical annotations used to show properties of a distribution and mappings of probabil-
ity/confidence to visual variables. The visual variables that require color printing were excluded (e.g., color hue, color
value, and color saturation). The examples are adapted from prior work: violin and gradient plots [9], hypothetical
outcome plots [10], quantile dotplot [11], ensemble plot [12], icon array [13], fuzziness transparency [14], contour
boxplot [15], and probability density and interval plot [7].
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ABSTRACT 
Users often rely on realtime predictions in everyday con-
texts like riding the bus, but may not grasp that such predic-
tions are subject to uncertainty. Existing uncertainty visual-
izations may not align with user needs or how they natural-
ly reason about probability. We present a novel mobile in-
terface design and visualization of uncertainty for transit 
predictions on mobile phones based on discrete outcomes. 
To develop it, we identified domain specific design re-
quirements for visualizing uncertainty in transit prediction 
through: 1) a literature review, 2) a large survey of users of 
a popular realtime transit application, and 3) an iterative 
design process. We present several candidate visualizations 
of uncertainty for realtime transit predictions in a mobile 
context, and we propose a novel discrete representation of 
continuous outcomes designed for small screens, quantile 
dotplots. In a controlled experiment we find that quantile 
dotplots reduce the variance of probabilistic estimates by 
~1.15 times compared to density plots and facilitate more 
confident estimation by end-users in the context of realtime 
transit prediction scenarios.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Quantitative predictions are increasingly ubiquitous in eve-
ryday life. Many such data come in the form of point esti-
mates designed to aid decision-making, such as when the 
next bus is going to arrive, how long a road trip will take, 
whether and when it will rain, or what the high temperature 
will be. Often, people access these predictions on their mo-
bile phones to make in-the-moment decisions that are time-

constrained (providing little opportunity for training, inter-
pretation, or complex interaction) using interfaces that are 
space-constrained (due to screen size).  

For example, Susan might refer to a bus’s predicted arrival 
time on a smartphone application to check if she has time to 
get coffee before her bus to work arrives. She sees that the 
bus is running a few minutes late and is predicted to arrive 
in five minutes. There is no line at the coffee shop, so she 
steps in to order. However, the bus makes up lost time and 
arrives only two minutes later: Susan, still waiting for cof-
fee, misses her bus and is late for a meeting.  

Susan based her decision on a point estimate of arrival time, 
as presented in many predictive systems for bus arrival, 
flight time, or car travel. Her decision is reasonable given 
the point prediction she saw, but real-world predictions are 
subject to uncertainty (e.g., her bus is most likely to come 
in 5 minutes but may come in as little as 1 minute or as 
much as 9 minutes). Designers and analysts are responsible 
for reporting uncertainty with predictions to help people 
make decisions that align with their goals [5,33], yet most 
visualizations of predictions present the data as if it were 
true (Finger & Bizantz [10] as cited in Cook & Thomas 
[5]). Had Susan’s application presented her with a more 
complete representation of the predicted arrival time—
perhaps noting that arrival times earlier than 5 minutes are 
also quite probable—she may not have risked getting cof-
fee. 

Many attempts to communicate uncertainty rely on com-
plex visual representations of probability distributions. For 
example, error bars and probability densities require prior 
experience with statistical models to correctly interpret 
[2,6]. People can better understand probabilistic infor-
mation when it is framed in terms of discrete events. For 
instance, Hoffrage & Gigerenzer [16] found that more med-
ical experts could accurately estimate the positive predic-
tive value (precision) of a test when presented with discrete 
counts or outcomes. Discrete-event representations have 
been used to improve patient understanding of risk, e.g., by 
showing the uncertainty in a medical diagnosis as discrete 
possible outcomes (number of true positive, false positives, 
false negatives, and true negatives) [11]. However, visualiz-
ing discrete approaches to presenting probability distribu-
tions typically requires a large amount of space or time to 
communicate the set of possible outcomes [17]. It is not 
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Probabilistic estimate of arrival status: For example, 
what is the chance the bus has already arrived? Among 
questions not currently supported by OneBusAway, survey 
respondents most wanted support for this question (status 
probability), and commonly reported worst experiences 
related to it. 

Data freshness: Because OneBusAway does not currently 
give probabilistic estimates, one of the only available sig-
nals for expert users to assess risk is the freshness of the 
data: OneBusAway indicates the time of the last update for 
realtime predictions and whether the current prediction is 
based on realtime data (it reflects the scheduled arrival time 
when realtime data is not available). This freshness infor-
mation should either be provided to users in a redesigned 
interface, or should be incorporated into any models driving 
probabilistic estimates. 

We believe these design elements will address each goal 
identified in the user survey with the exception of the goal 
of knowing schedule frequency. We felt that this goal is 
better addressed through a separate interface, such as a trip 
planner or schedule explorer in a mapping application. 
Schedule frequency is less relevant to in-the-moment deci-
sion-making than it is to long-term planning (can I rely on a 
bus arriving within some amount of time?). When schedule 
frequency is relevant to in-the-moment decisions, it typical-
ly reduces to other goals, like time to next bus. 

DESIGN 
We conducted an iterative design process focused on the 
design requirements set out above. This process began with 
a wide exploration of ideas through sketching, followed by 
paper prototyping in increasing fidelity, and culminated in 
digital mockups. These phases were informed by ongoing 
user feedback gained through informal down-the-hall test-
ing with a total of 24 users. During informal testing, we 
presented users with hypothetical scenarios of use and 
asked them to think aloud as they interpreted the display. 

Many of the design issues we encountered are somewhat 
orthogonal to specific of encodings of probability: given a 
particular timeline layout, for example, we could encode 
probability in many ways (e.g., as area, discrete events, a 
gradient). We first present our proposed set of designs and 
their rationale, then discuss possible techniques for encod-
ing probability on small screens. 

Proposed designs and rationale 
Our proposed designs, instantiated with one particular visu-
alization of uncertainty (density plot) out of several possi-
ble, are shown in Figure 1. Here we describe decisions we 
made to resolve design tensions and to match user goals. 

Different layouts better serve different use cases 
We developed two alternative layouts, bus-timeline and 
route-timeline. The bus-timeline layout gives a timeline for 
a single bus on each row, similar to how the existing One-
BusAway app displays a single row per bus, sorted by pre-
dicted time to arrival. This simplifies understanding and 

navigation, but is less compact in addressing problems like 
assessing schedule frequency, and, once the probabilistic 
visualizations are added, less compact than the current ap-
plication. Route-timeline, by contrast, creates a more com-
plex display and navigation (requiring navigation in two 
dimensions), but more easily aids understanding of sched-
ule frequency (how often is the bus) and schedule oppor-
tunity (since if one is considering the risk associated with 
missing the next bus, it is easier to see how soon the bus 
after that is coming and factor that into one’s decision).  

Point estimates and probabilistic  
estimates should coincide spatially 
We explored several tradeoffs between prominent point 
estimates versus probabilistic estimates, what we call the 
glanceability/false precision tradeoff. A too-prominent 
display of the point estimate causes users to ignore the 
probabilistic one, thus still giving a false sense of precision; 
a less-glanceable point estimate will be difficult to skim and 
frustrating to use. We want a display that is glanceable but 
which also does not convey false precision. To resolve this, 
we concluded that these two elements should coincide spa-
tially: that is, looking at the point estimate should encour-
age the user to also be looking at the probabilistic estimate. 
We had considered designs in which the point estimate was 
along the right-hand edge of the display (Figure 3), as in the 
original OneBusAway. We concluded that this facilitated 
glanceability, but also allowed users to pay too little atten-
tion to the probabilistic estimates. Moving the point esti-
mate onto the probability distribution resolved this tension. 

Annotated timelines give probabilistic  
estimates of status “for free” 
While we considered designs that more explicitly com-
municate the probability that the bus has arrived, we real-
ized that an annotated timeline combined with probabilistic 
predictions communicates this implicitly. By denoting areas 
that correspond to “departed”, “now”, and “on the way” on 
the timeline, users can directly read these probabilities from 
the distributions depicted; see the timeline annotations 
across the top of Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Alternative layouts we developed. (a) Bus Timeline: 
Each row (timeline) shows one predicted bus. (b) Route Time-
line: Each row shows all predicted buses from a given route. 

Bus Timeline Route Timeline

the row height. Traditional solutions include horizon charts 
[15] (which we suspect are unfamiliar to lay users), or nor-
malizing all density plots to the same height (which makes 
comparison difficult). This problem is most pronounced on 
buses with tight variance, i.e., the most precise predictions. 
Consequently, for density plots we adopted the compromise 
approach of scaling down the max height only when it ex-
ceeds the row height. This adjustment affects only the pre-
dictions of which the model is most certain, so fine-grained 
resolution of probability becomes less important to most 
goals. This adjustment is required only for density, dotplot-
50, and dotplot-100 (in the dense dotplots, instead of scal-
ing we reduce the dot-spacing). Dotplot-20 and stripeplot 
have the advantage of a consistent representation of proba-
bility in tight densities: they need not be modified. 

Countability may vary from tails to body  
Care must be taken in deciding how many hypothetical 
draws (quantiles) to include in discrete plots. Figure 4 com-
pares some of the tradeoffs here: With few draws, as in 
dotplot-20, it is easy to count the dots in the tails and body 
of the distribution, but the density is less well-resolved. 
With many dots, as in dotplot-100, counting in the tails is 
often still easy, but in the body overwhelming; however, 
density is very well-resolved.  

Selected encodings 
To select the encodings to evaluate for our final design, we 
constructed the matrix shown in Figure 4 comparing vari-
ous properties of the encodings. We selected density, 
stripeplot-50, dotplot-20, and dotplot-100 as representing a 
wide range of possible trade-offs suggested by this matrix. 
EXPERIMENT 
We conducted an online survey to evaluate the effective-
ness of our designs in conveying uncertainty. The goal of 
this survey was to assess how well people can interpret 
probabilistic predictions from the visualizations and to elicit 
their preferences for how the data should be displayed.  

Method 
To assess how well people can judge probability from our 
visualizations, we adopted an approach similar to that of 
Ibrekk and Morgan [18], who presented various representa-
tions of uncertainty for weather forecasts and asked subjects 
to report probabilities (e.g., snowfall >2 inches, or between 
2 and 12 inches).  

We created four scenarios based on the goals identified in 
our user survey, each with two questions about the proba-
bility of bus arrival. For example, in one scenario the re-
spondent is waiting for a bus, and must decide if they have 
enough time to get coffee before the bus arrives. They are 
asked what the chance is that the bus will arrive 10 minutes 
or earlier, and respond using a visual analog scale, a 100-
point slider from 0/100 to 100/100. We call their response 
the estimated p (in contrast to the true p, which we calculate 
from the underlying probability distribution). A bubble on 
the response slider shows this chance expressed in all three 
denominators used by the various visualization types (e.g. 

“20/100, 10/50, 4/20”), so that participants do not have to 
do mental arithmetic in the dotplot and stripeplot condi-
tions. The predictions in each scenario were generated from 
models based on Box-Cox t distributions [29] fit to ~2 
weeks worth of arrival time data for actual buses in Seattle, 
but the buses were given fake route names. Participants are 
also asked how confident they are in each probability they 
estimate. At the end of the survey they rate the ease of use 
and visual appeal of each visualization. All subjective rat-
ings are made on 100-point visual analog scales. 

Scenario order was randomized between participants. Each 
participant saw each visualization type (density, stripeplot, 
dotplot-20, or dotplot-100) once. Before each scenario, they 
were also given a brief tutorial explaining the encoding they 
were about to use. Pairings between scenario and visualiza-
tion type were also randomized. Participants were also ran-
domly assigned to see all visualizations in the bus-timeline 
or route-timeline layout. A full version of the survey can be 
found in the supplementary material. 

Participants 
We recruited participants from a variety of locations, in-
cluding department mailing lists, a local transit blog, and a 
local forum on reddit.com. Participants were entered into a 
raffle for 1 $100 Amazon.com gift card and an additional 

 
Figure 5. The four types of visualizations selected for evaluation.  
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Figure 4. Comparison of various encodings of probability we 

considered for use in our designs. 
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Probabilistic estimate of arrival status: For example, 
what is the chance the bus has already arrived? Among 
questions not currently supported by OneBusAway, survey 
respondents most wanted support for this question (status 
probability), and commonly reported worst experiences 
related to it. 

Data freshness: Because OneBusAway does not currently 
give probabilistic estimates, one of the only available sig-
nals for expert users to assess risk is the freshness of the 
data: OneBusAway indicates the time of the last update for 
realtime predictions and whether the current prediction is 
based on realtime data (it reflects the scheduled arrival time 
when realtime data is not available). This freshness infor-
mation should either be provided to users in a redesigned 
interface, or should be incorporated into any models driving 
probabilistic estimates. 

We believe these design elements will address each goal 
identified in the user survey with the exception of the goal 
of knowing schedule frequency. We felt that this goal is 
better addressed through a separate interface, such as a trip 
planner or schedule explorer in a mapping application. 
Schedule frequency is less relevant to in-the-moment deci-
sion-making than it is to long-term planning (can I rely on a 
bus arriving within some amount of time?). When schedule 
frequency is relevant to in-the-moment decisions, it typical-
ly reduces to other goals, like time to next bus. 

DESIGN 
We conducted an iterative design process focused on the 
design requirements set out above. This process began with 
a wide exploration of ideas through sketching, followed by 
paper prototyping in increasing fidelity, and culminated in 
digital mockups. These phases were informed by ongoing 
user feedback gained through informal down-the-hall test-
ing with a total of 24 users. During informal testing, we 
presented users with hypothetical scenarios of use and 
asked them to think aloud as they interpreted the display. 

Many of the design issues we encountered are somewhat 
orthogonal to specific of encodings of probability: given a 
particular timeline layout, for example, we could encode 
probability in many ways (e.g., as area, discrete events, a 
gradient). We first present our proposed set of designs and 
their rationale, then discuss possible techniques for encod-
ing probability on small screens. 

Proposed designs and rationale 
Our proposed designs, instantiated with one particular visu-
alization of uncertainty (density plot) out of several possi-
ble, are shown in Figure 1. Here we describe decisions we 
made to resolve design tensions and to match user goals. 

Different layouts better serve different use cases 
We developed two alternative layouts, bus-timeline and 
route-timeline. The bus-timeline layout gives a timeline for 
a single bus on each row, similar to how the existing One-
BusAway app displays a single row per bus, sorted by pre-
dicted time to arrival. This simplifies understanding and 

navigation, but is less compact in addressing problems like 
assessing schedule frequency, and, once the probabilistic 
visualizations are added, less compact than the current ap-
plication. Route-timeline, by contrast, creates a more com-
plex display and navigation (requiring navigation in two 
dimensions), but more easily aids understanding of sched-
ule frequency (how often is the bus) and schedule oppor-
tunity (since if one is considering the risk associated with 
missing the next bus, it is easier to see how soon the bus 
after that is coming and factor that into one’s decision).  

Point estimates and probabilistic  
estimates should coincide spatially 
We explored several tradeoffs between prominent point 
estimates versus probabilistic estimates, what we call the 
glanceability/false precision tradeoff. A too-prominent 
display of the point estimate causes users to ignore the 
probabilistic one, thus still giving a false sense of precision; 
a less-glanceable point estimate will be difficult to skim and 
frustrating to use. We want a display that is glanceable but 
which also does not convey false precision. To resolve this, 
we concluded that these two elements should coincide spa-
tially: that is, looking at the point estimate should encour-
age the user to also be looking at the probabilistic estimate. 
We had considered designs in which the point estimate was 
along the right-hand edge of the display (Figure 3), as in the 
original OneBusAway. We concluded that this facilitated 
glanceability, but also allowed users to pay too little atten-
tion to the probabilistic estimates. Moving the point esti-
mate onto the probability distribution resolved this tension. 

Annotated timelines give probabilistic  
estimates of status “for free” 
While we considered designs that more explicitly com-
municate the probability that the bus has arrived, we real-
ized that an annotated timeline combined with probabilistic 
predictions communicates this implicitly. By denoting areas 
that correspond to “departed”, “now”, and “on the way” on 
the timeline, users can directly read these probabilities from 
the distributions depicted; see the timeline annotations 
across the top of Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Alternative layouts we developed. (a) Bus Timeline: 
Each row (timeline) shows one predicted bus. (b) Route Time-
line: Each row shows all predicted buses from a given route. 
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When to leave is implicit in time to arrival 
We considered designs that communicated when someone 
should leave to catch their bus; i.e. designs that directly 
addressed the when to leave goal. However, there are sever-
al difficulties with this approach: first, when to leave is not 
the only goal for which people use OneBusAway; thus it 
would need to be integrated into displays communicating 
information like time to arrival (or alternate designs devel-
oped for both goals). This exacerbates space issues. Esti-
mating when to leave also requires substantial knowledge 
about the users’ plans, and introduces further uncertainty 
(e.g., how long does it take to walk to the stop?). 

Data freshness may be subsumed by an improved model 
OneBusAway often does not have truly realtime infor-
mation, but instead updates when buses check in. As noted 
previously, expert users often refer to the last check-in time 
as a way to evaluate how much they trust the application’s 
prediction. To facilitate this use, we considered several de-
signs that included indicators of data freshness or last up-
date times. Ultimately we decided not to include this infor-
mation, as the model used to generate the probabilistic arri-
val information should take data freshness into account to 
provide better estimates to all users, rather than continu-
ing to support a workaround used by expert users.  

Synchronized timelines allow comparison between buses 
In our designs, the axis of the timeline in each row is syn-
chronized to the other rows, facilitating comparison be-
tween buses. We considered designs with each row having 
its own time range depending on the prediction (e.g., one 
row with low variance might show a density plot covering 
5-10 minutes from now; another with high variance might 
have an axis covering 5-15 minutes from now). However, 
such relative timelines are very difficult to compare be-
tween buses on different rows—buses with different vari-
ance might look similar because the relative timeline would 
also cause the density to be scaled.  

Encoding probability in space-constrained environments 
Given our chosen design, we need an effective way to en-
code probability at small sizes. We considered several ap-
proaches (Figure 4). Most of these are drawn from the liter-
ature, including density plots, violin plots, and gradient 
plots. We also propose variants of two existing discrete 
plots for visualizing predictive distributions as discrete out-
comes, stripeplots and dotplots. 

Discrete outcome visualizations of continuous variables 
We explored several ways to convey a continuous predic-
tive probability distribution as discrete outcomes. The first 
is based on Wilkinson’s dotplots [37], which are typically 
used to communicate the distribution of experimental sam-
ples (e.g., [27]). We instead adopt these plots to display 
theoretical quantiles from a predictive distribution. As Wil-
kinson notes, correctly-produced dotplots have the desirable 
property of also conveying the density of the distribution. 
Our quantile dotplots have this property, as well as the 
additional property of allowing direct estimation of arbi-
trary (to a certain precision) predictive intervals through 
counting (see  Figure 2). We believe that this form of natu-
ral reasoning about predictive intervals—as frequencies—
should allow people to obtain precise estimates of predic-
tive intervals in a way that is easily understood. 

We also use stripeplots [8] of theoretical quantiles to 
communicate a continuous probabilistic prediction as hypo-
thetical outcomes. In these, the density of stripes in a region 
encodes probability density, and as in quantile dotplots 
(though less easily), predictive intervals can be estimated 
directly through counting. Where dotplots are a discrete 
analog to a density plot, stripeplots can be thought of as the 
discrete analog to a gradient plot. 

Tight densities require special attention on small screens 
Displaying many rows of predictions on a small screen ne-
cessitates relatively small row height. Unfortunately, distri-
butions with low variance will become very tall, exceeding 

 
Figure 3. An example of a design we rejected for placing point 
predictions (along the right side) outside the context of uncertain-

ty, making it more likely to give users a false sense of precision. 

 
Figure 2. Explanation of quantile dotplots. 
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Displaying many rows of predictions on a small screen ne-
cessitates relatively small row height. Unfortunately, distri-
butions with low variance will become very tall, exceeding 

 
Figure 3. An example of a design we rejected for placing point 
predictions (along the right side) outside the context of uncertain-

ty, making it more likely to give users a false sense of precision. 

 
Figure 2. Explanation of quantile dotplots. 

To generate a discrete plot of this distribution, 
we could try taking random draws from it. 
However, this approach is noisy: it may be 
very different from one instance to the next.

Probability density of Normal distribution

Instead, we use the quantile function (inverse CDF) 
of the distribution to generate “draws” from 
evenly-spaced quantiles.

We plot the quantile “draws” using a 
Wilkinsonian dotplot, yielding what we call a 
quantile dotplot: a consistent discrete 
representation of a probability distribution.

By using quantiles we facilitate interval 
estimation from frequencies: e.g., knowing there 
are 50 dots here, if we are willing to miss our 
bus 3/50 times, we can count 3 dots from the 
left to get a one-sided 94% (1 ! 3/50) prediction 
interval corresponding to that risk tolerance.
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the row height. Traditional solutions include horizon charts 
[15] (which we suspect are unfamiliar to lay users), or nor-
malizing all density plots to the same height (which makes 
comparison difficult). This problem is most pronounced on 
buses with tight variance, i.e., the most precise predictions. 
Consequently, for density plots we adopted the compromise 
approach of scaling down the max height only when it ex-
ceeds the row height. This adjustment affects only the pre-
dictions of which the model is most certain, so fine-grained 
resolution of probability becomes less important to most 
goals. This adjustment is required only for density, dotplot-
50, and dotplot-100 (in the dense dotplots, instead of scal-
ing we reduce the dot-spacing). Dotplot-20 and stripeplot 
have the advantage of a consistent representation of proba-
bility in tight densities: they need not be modified. 

Countability may vary from tails to body  
Care must be taken in deciding how many hypothetical 
draws (quantiles) to include in discrete plots. Figure 4 com-
pares some of the tradeoffs here: With few draws, as in 
dotplot-20, it is easy to count the dots in the tails and body 
of the distribution, but the density is less well-resolved. 
With many dots, as in dotplot-100, counting in the tails is 
often still easy, but in the body overwhelming; however, 
density is very well-resolved.  

Selected encodings 
To select the encodings to evaluate for our final design, we 
constructed the matrix shown in Figure 4 comparing vari-
ous properties of the encodings. We selected density, 
stripeplot-50, dotplot-20, and dotplot-100 as representing a 
wide range of possible trade-offs suggested by this matrix. 
EXPERIMENT 
We conducted an online survey to evaluate the effective-
ness of our designs in conveying uncertainty. The goal of 
this survey was to assess how well people can interpret 
probabilistic predictions from the visualizations and to elicit 
their preferences for how the data should be displayed.  

Method 
To assess how well people can judge probability from our 
visualizations, we adopted an approach similar to that of 
Ibrekk and Morgan [18], who presented various representa-
tions of uncertainty for weather forecasts and asked subjects 
to report probabilities (e.g., snowfall >2 inches, or between 
2 and 12 inches).  

We created four scenarios based on the goals identified in 
our user survey, each with two questions about the proba-
bility of bus arrival. For example, in one scenario the re-
spondent is waiting for a bus, and must decide if they have 
enough time to get coffee before the bus arrives. They are 
asked what the chance is that the bus will arrive 10 minutes 
or earlier, and respond using a visual analog scale, a 100-
point slider from 0/100 to 100/100. We call their response 
the estimated p (in contrast to the true p, which we calculate 
from the underlying probability distribution). A bubble on 
the response slider shows this chance expressed in all three 
denominators used by the various visualization types (e.g. 

“20/100, 10/50, 4/20”), so that participants do not have to 
do mental arithmetic in the dotplot and stripeplot condi-
tions. The predictions in each scenario were generated from 
models based on Box-Cox t distributions [29] fit to ~2 
weeks worth of arrival time data for actual buses in Seattle, 
but the buses were given fake route names. Participants are 
also asked how confident they are in each probability they 
estimate. At the end of the survey they rate the ease of use 
and visual appeal of each visualization. All subjective rat-
ings are made on 100-point visual analog scales. 

Scenario order was randomized between participants. Each 
participant saw each visualization type (density, stripeplot, 
dotplot-20, or dotplot-100) once. Before each scenario, they 
were also given a brief tutorial explaining the encoding they 
were about to use. Pairings between scenario and visualiza-
tion type were also randomized. Participants were also ran-
domly assigned to see all visualizations in the bus-timeline 
or route-timeline layout. A full version of the survey can be 
found in the supplementary material. 

Participants 
We recruited participants from a variety of locations, in-
cluding department mailing lists, a local transit blog, and a 
local forum on reddit.com. Participants were entered into a 
raffle for 1 $100 Amazon.com gift card and an additional 

 
Figure 5. The four types of visualizations selected for evaluation.  
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Figure 4. Comparison of various encodings of probability we 

considered for use in our designs. 
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the row height. Traditional solutions include horizon charts 
[15] (which we suspect are unfamiliar to lay users), or nor-
malizing all density plots to the same height (which makes 
comparison difficult). This problem is most pronounced on 
buses with tight variance, i.e., the most precise predictions. 
Consequently, for density plots we adopted the compromise 
approach of scaling down the max height only when it ex-
ceeds the row height. This adjustment affects only the pre-
dictions of which the model is most certain, so fine-grained 
resolution of probability becomes less important to most 
goals. This adjustment is required only for density, dotplot-
50, and dotplot-100 (in the dense dotplots, instead of scal-
ing we reduce the dot-spacing). Dotplot-20 and stripeplot 
have the advantage of a consistent representation of proba-
bility in tight densities: they need not be modified. 

Countability may vary from tails to body  
Care must be taken in deciding how many hypothetical 
draws (quantiles) to include in discrete plots. Figure 4 com-
pares some of the tradeoffs here: With few draws, as in 
dotplot-20, it is easy to count the dots in the tails and body 
of the distribution, but the density is less well-resolved. 
With many dots, as in dotplot-100, counting in the tails is 
often still easy, but in the body overwhelming; however, 
density is very well-resolved.  

Selected encodings 
To select the encodings to evaluate for our final design, we 
constructed the matrix shown in Figure 4 comparing vari-
ous properties of the encodings. We selected density, 
stripeplot-50, dotplot-20, and dotplot-100 as representing a 
wide range of possible trade-offs suggested by this matrix. 
EXPERIMENT 
We conducted an online survey to evaluate the effective-
ness of our designs in conveying uncertainty. The goal of 
this survey was to assess how well people can interpret 
probabilistic predictions from the visualizations and to elicit 
their preferences for how the data should be displayed.  

Method 
To assess how well people can judge probability from our 
visualizations, we adopted an approach similar to that of 
Ibrekk and Morgan [18], who presented various representa-
tions of uncertainty for weather forecasts and asked subjects 
to report probabilities (e.g., snowfall >2 inches, or between 
2 and 12 inches).  

We created four scenarios based on the goals identified in 
our user survey, each with two questions about the proba-
bility of bus arrival. For example, in one scenario the re-
spondent is waiting for a bus, and must decide if they have 
enough time to get coffee before the bus arrives. They are 
asked what the chance is that the bus will arrive 10 minutes 
or earlier, and respond using a visual analog scale, a 100-
point slider from 0/100 to 100/100. We call their response 
the estimated p (in contrast to the true p, which we calculate 
from the underlying probability distribution). A bubble on 
the response slider shows this chance expressed in all three 
denominators used by the various visualization types (e.g. 

“20/100, 10/50, 4/20”), so that participants do not have to 
do mental arithmetic in the dotplot and stripeplot condi-
tions. The predictions in each scenario were generated from 
models based on Box-Cox t distributions [29] fit to ~2 
weeks worth of arrival time data for actual buses in Seattle, 
but the buses were given fake route names. Participants are 
also asked how confident they are in each probability they 
estimate. At the end of the survey they rate the ease of use 
and visual appeal of each visualization. All subjective rat-
ings are made on 100-point visual analog scales. 

Scenario order was randomized between participants. Each 
participant saw each visualization type (density, stripeplot, 
dotplot-20, or dotplot-100) once. Before each scenario, they 
were also given a brief tutorial explaining the encoding they 
were about to use. Pairings between scenario and visualiza-
tion type were also randomized. Participants were also ran-
domly assigned to see all visualizations in the bus-timeline 
or route-timeline layout. A full version of the survey can be 
found in the supplementary material. 

Participants 
We recruited participants from a variety of locations, in-
cluding department mailing lists, a local transit blog, and a 
local forum on reddit.com. Participants were entered into a 
raffle for 1 $100 Amazon.com gift card and an additional 

 
Figure 5. The four types of visualizations selected for evaluation.  
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Figure 4. Comparison of various encodings of probability we 

considered for use in our designs. 
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sion in financial decisions made from density plots [36]; 
these biases may be related. 

Variance in participant probability estimates 
As noted above, we believe that variance is more important 
than bias in this task, as low variance would allow people to 
adjust their behavior to a consistent bias over long-term 
usage. We estimate the variance associated with each visu-
alization as a standard deviation in estimated p if p is fixed 
at 0.5 (Figure 6B). Figure 7 shows pairwise comparisons of 
SD for all visualizations (pair specified in left column). 
Dotplot-20 has the lowest estimated variance (SD of ~11 
percentage points), being about 1.15 times more precise 
than density plots. By contrast, dotplot-100 has similar vari-
ance to density, consistent with people estimating area in-
stead of counting dots, perhaps because there are more dots 
than they may be willing to count. 

Confidence 
Ideally, greater confidence in a given answer would be as-
sociated with less error, indicating that people are able to 
self-assess their accuracy. We used a similar beta regression 
to model confidence in estimates depending on visualiza-
tion. Participants expressed higher confidence in their esti-
mates on average in the dotplot-20 condition (mean = 
81/100, 95% CI: [77, 83]) than the next-most-confident 
condition, dotplot-100 (mean = 73, 95% CI: [71, 76]). At 
the same time, confidence in the dotplot-20 condition corre-
lated negatively with absolute estimation error (Spearman’s 
ρ = −0.18, 95% CI: [−0.13, −0.25]), an association we did 
not see in other conditions. At least with dotplot-20, people 
have some ability to assess how good their own estimates 
are. We suspect that this may be due to the fact that with 
dotplot-20 one can choose either to be precise (by counting 
dots) or to give a less precise, less confident answer (by 
approximating density or area instead of counting). 

Ease of use and visual appeal 
We also analyzed ease of use and visual appeal using beta 
regression. Density had the highest visual appeal (mean = 
66, 95% CI: [64, 67]); dotplot-20 was less visually appeal-

ing (mean = 43, 95% CI: [42, 45]). However, despite these 
differences, ease of use for all visualizations except stripep-
lot was ~60 (stripeplot mean = 35, 95% CI: [33, 36]), sug-
gesting only stripeplot was found consistently difficult to 
use. This may reflect stripeplot’s much higher estimation 
variance than the other visualizations (higher standard devi-
ation by about 4-5 percentage points when probability = 
0.5—Figure 6B—or about 1.44 times the SD of dotplot-
20—Figure 7). 

DISCUSSION  

Discrete outcomes work best in small numbers 
Our results suggest that discrete-outcome visualizations of 
uncertainty can improve probability estimation in space-
constrained visualizations of continuous outcomes if care is 
taken in their instantiation. While dotplot-20 improved es-
timation variance over density, dotplot-100 performed very 
similarly to density. In addition, Stripeplot performed very 
poorly. We believe this may reflect the principle that dis-
crete plots with too many outcomes converge to continuous 
encodings: since counting dots is arduous in dotplot-100 
and stripeplot-50, people are more likely to read them like 
density plots and gradient plots (respectively), nullifying 

Figure 6. Variance of respondent estimates of probability intervals, (A) as raw data and (B) as estimated by our model. 
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Respondents’ estimates in
dotplot-20 are the most precise
of all conditions: note the narrow, 
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We take the log odds ratio of 
estimated p versus true p: the 
narrower this distribution is, the 
more precise respondents were
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the lower the dispersion will be 
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of our estimate of it.
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diffuse distribution.
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To compare how precise people
are when using each visualization, 
we estimate the ratio of the SD of 
estimated p in one visualization
compared to another. This tells us 
roughly how many times less precise 
people are at estimating probability
intervals with one visualization type 
compared to another.

For example, people are between
1.04 and 1.26 times less precise at 
estimating probability intervals 
using density compared to
dotplot-20.

Evaluation Results
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Study Results
• Use smaller numbers with discrete outcome displays (dotplot-20 instead of 

dotplot-100) 
• Precision must be balanced with glanceability 
• Visual appeal questions? 
• Some people didn't like the uncertainty
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Figure�1.�(A. left) Build�of�OneBusAway�mobile�application�used�for�the�
Seattle�Metropolitan�Area�as�of�September�2017.� (B. right) Example�of�
interface�with�a�dot50�condition�as�it�would�appear�to�subjects.�

We�made�the�necessary�modifications�which�allow�for�uncer-
tainty�representations�to�be�displayed�while�preserving�both�
the�overall�look�and�feel�of�the�application�and�information�
displayed.� (Figure�1.B�shows�how�we�modified�the�layout�of�
the�current�OBA�build.� Figure�2�provides�an�example�of�the�
two�variations�tested�in�our�experiment�(arrival�and�no�arrival)).�

In�our�observations�of�how�people�use�OneBusAway,�we�saw�
that�people�often�scan�the�different�entries,�comparing�differ-
ent�buses�and�deciding�which�they�might�take.� However,�in�
representations�that�present�bus�arrivals�spatially�on�a�timeline,�
this�creates�a�problem:�the�information�for�many�buses�could�
appear�off�the�screen�to�the�right,�and�thus�be�unavailable�to�
the�viewer.�To�address�this,�we�implemented�a�content-aware�
scroll�animation�[14]�that�shifts�the�time�axis�of�each�bus�to�
the�center�of�the�screen�upon�scrolling.� In�other�words,�as�
the�user�scrolls�to�later�buses,�the�time�axis�shifts�to�the�left,�
centering�predictions�that�occur�further�to�the�right�in�time�
on�the�timeline.�In�cases�where�even�this�automatic�scrolling�
cannot�display�a�prediction,�the�label�for�point�predictions�of�
later�busses�“stick”�to�the�right�edge�of�the�screen(as�seen�in�
the�bottom�row�of�Figure�1.B).�This�ensures�all�predictions�
are�available�to�the�user�in�some�form,�and�facilitates�compar-
isons�among�buses�without�reducing�the�horizontal�scale�of�
the�timeline�to�unreadable�sizes.�

From�feedback�gathered�in�our�pilot�experiment,�we�choose�
to�omit�annotations�informing�a�rider�how�late�or�early�a�bus�
is�relative�to�its�scheduled�arrival�time.� In�early�runs�of�our�
pilot�experiment,�we�found�pilot�subjects�were�using�“late”�
annotations�incorrectly�in�their�decision-making�process.�Late�
annotations�in�OBA�inform�a�rider�on�how�late�or�early�a�bus�
may�arrive�compared�to�the�original�scheduled�arrival�time�
of�the�bus.� However,�riders�cannot�accurately�determine�if�
a�bus�will�come�earlier�or�later�based�off�the�late�annotation�
alone�because�the�factors�that�make�a�bus�late�will�differ�from�
situation�to�situation.�Similar�to�the�real-world,�the�late�annota-
tions�in�our�interface�did�not�encode�any�accurate�uncertainty�
information�not�already�accounted�for�in�the�predictive�distri-
bution�(the�predictive�distributions,�which�are�based�on�models�

from�Kay�et al.,�already�account�for�uncertainty�caused�by�a�
bus�being�later�than�its�scheduled�time).� In�our�pilots,�some�
participants�indicated�that�they�would�treat�these�annotations�
as�some�sort�of�indicator�of�uncertainty.�Thus�we�removed�the�
late�annotations�to�reduce�noise�in�our�measurements�caused�
by�some�participants�misusing�this�cue.�

Bus�Arrival�Time�Predictive�Distributions�

To�develop�displays�of�probabilistic�predictions�of�bus�arrival�
times,�we�needed�a�model�of�probabilistic�bus�arrival�times�
to�ensure�our�approach�was�effective�on�realistic-looking�pre-
dictions.We�adopted�the�model�developed�by�Kay�et al. [20]�
(described� in� more� detail� in� their� supplemental� materials).�
They�collected�bus�arrival�data�and�OBA�predictions�from�
the�Seattle�Metropolitan�area,�and�fit�a�Box-Cox�t�regression�
model�[25]�to�them.� From�their�model,�we�generated�a�set�
of�distributions�resembling�"typical"�bus�arrival�predictions�
(not�overly�narrow�or�overly�wide;�see�supplemental�material).�
Each�predictive�distribution�has�a�single�most�probable�arrival�
time�(the�mode)�a�minimum�of�5�minutes�from�“now”�(0)�a�
maximum�of�25�minutes�from�“now”.�

Uncertainty�Displays�

We�developed�a�set�of�experimental�conditions�representing�
different�uncertainty�displays�that�allowed�us�to�ask,�at�a�high�
level,�if�uncertainty�information�improves�decision-making�
about�bus�arrival�times,�how�expressive�should�a�representation�
be,�and�what�framing�of�uncertainty�(e.g.,�discrete�outcome,�
interval,�etc.)�is�most�effective.�Our�no�uncertainty�condition�
represents�the�status�quo�point�estimate�depiction�used�in�many�
current�transit�systems.�

We�choose�display�types�based�on�prior�work,�described�below.�
Additionally,�prior�work�on�communicating�uncertainty�in�OBA�
found�that�while�bus�riders�want�to�see�uncertainty�information,�
they�also�still�want�to�see�point�estimates�[20]—point�estimates�
may�aid�glanceability in�the�quick�decision-making�context�of�
realtime�transit.�Consequently,�we�designed�two�versions�of�each�
representation:�one�which�displayed�a�point�estimate�(most�prob-
able�arrival�time�of�a�bus)�and�another�which�did�not�(Figure�2).�

We�discuss�the�rationale�for�the�inclusion�of�each�representa-
tion�below,�presenting�each�condition�in�an�order�of�increasing�
complexity�that�we�believe�they�present�to�a�real-time�transit�
decision�maker.�

No-uncertainty 
This�display�type�represents�the�sta-
tus�quo:�it�is�informationally�similar�
to�the�existing�OneBusAway�app,�
except�we�did�not�include�annota-

tions�for�how�late�or�early�a�bus’s�expected�arrival�time�is�relative�
to�its�scheduled�arrival�time�(for�the�reasons�described�above).�

Textual Predictive Intervals: 60%, 85%, and 99% 
Compared�to�visual�representations�
of�probabilistic�estimates,�natural�
language�representations�provide�
a�condensed�illustration�of�a�distri-

bution�in�a�possibly�easier- (and�faster-)�to-digest�form�than�

Expanded Study
• Compare 
- no uncertainty 
- textual uncertainty 
- uncertainty visualization
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1. Posterior predictive intervals and predicted mean for performance in each condition. These intervals are what we
    would predict 50%, 80%, or 95% of new observations of performance to fall into. Performance improves with
    additional trials, especially for dot50, cdf, and dot20. Meanwhile, performance in text depends on the risk threshold,
    with text85 performing similarly to no uncertainty.

2. Quantile credible intervals (Bayesian analog to con!dence intervals) and posterior median of the mean performance
    in each condition. These intervals show the uncertainty in the location of the red line in chart #1, above.

3. Quantile credible intervals and posterior median of the standard deviation of performance in each condition. Not
    only does mean performance improve, but variance in performance also improves over time: people get better on
    average and more consistent; dot50, the best-performing condition, achieves an SD in performance likely less than 
    4 percentage points by the !nal trial.

optimal

lower is
better

Figure�4.� Fit� lines�from�the�model�of�the�ratio�of�participants’�expected�payoffs�to�the�expected�payoff�under�an�optimal�strategy.� Performance�on�
dotplots�and�CDFs�starts�relatively�high�and�becomes�even�better�by�the�final�trial:� in�these�conditions,�mean�performance�on�the�last�trial�is�around�
95%�of�optimal,�and�is�very�consistent:�e.g.� in�dot50,�more�than�95%�of�predicted�decisions�in�the�last�trial�are�more�than�80%�of�optimal�(look�at�the�
95%�PPI�in�subchart�1).�Other�conditions�showed�less�consistency,�and/or�flatter�learning�curves.�

Study Results: Visualizations best
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Schedule
• Today: Progress Reports & Uncertainty 
• Next Tuesday: Surveys Due & Presentations 
- Focus on Overview and Categorization/Organization 

• Tuesday, Oct. 26: No Class 
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Figure�1.� A�sample�of�our�probabilistic�visualization�collection.� On�the�left:� a�subset�of�visualizations�PGoG�can reasonably specify.� On�the�right:�
categories�of�visualizations�that�informed�the�grammar�design�but�are�not�yet�fully�reproduced�by�PGoG;�see�the�Expressiveness section�of�the�evaluation�
for�more�details�and�a�discussion�of�how�PGoG�could�be�extended�to�support�them.� 1� quantile�dotplot�for�uncertain�bus�arrival�times�[28];� 2� barchart�
for�America’s�shifting�demographics�[16];� 3� icon�array�that�flows,�showing�social�mobility�[4];� 4� icon�array�for�medical�risk�communication�[5];� 5�
NYT�election�needle�[3];� 6� ensemble�of�hurricane�path�predictions� [34].�The�full�collection�(N�=�100)�is�in�the�supplemental�materials.�
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ggplot(mtcars)+
geom_density(
   aes(x = mpg,
     y = stat(density*n),
    fill = cyl)), 
position = "stack") 
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ggplot(mtcars) + 
geom_density(
 aes(x = mpg,
     y = stat(density)
))

P(cyl|mpg)
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height = P(cyl|mpg) P(mpg),

Figure�2.� A�motivating�example�for�the�Probabilistic�Grammar�of�Graphics.� a)�For�reference,�a�density�plot�for�variable�mpg alone:� P(mpg).� b)�In�
base�ggplot2:� naively�introducing�the�variable�cyl creates�partition�of�the�density�plot�disproportional�to�the�true�cyl counts.� c)�In�base�ggplot2:�
normalizing�the�colored�regions�by�hacking�internal�variables�(density * n)�creates�a�correct�stacked�density�plot.� d)�PGoG�generates�the�correct�
density�plot�using�syntax�closer�to�users’�statistical�language,�in�terms�of�probability�expressions.�

We�provide�a�proof-of-concept�implementation�of�PGoG�in�
the�programming�language�R,�based�on�the�visualization�li-
brary�ggplot2.� Since�PGoG�is�an�abstract�formalism,�we�
believe�that�it�can�be�integrated�with�other�declarative�visual-
ization�frameworks,�such�as�Vega-Lite�[47].�PGoG�can�also�
serve�as�a�theoretical�framework�for�future�work�to�formalize�
other�visualizations�of�uncertainty�and�to�ground�uncertainty�
visualization�research�questions.�

A�MOTIVATING�EXAMPLE:�SPECIFYING�DENSITY�PLOTS�

Figure�2�shows�how�current�specifications�can�visualize�prob-
ability�distributions�in�an�incorrect�or�convoluted�manner.�The�
specification�code�is�in�ggplot2,�a�popular�visualization�pack-
age�in�R�[21]�and�the�dataset�is�the�Motor�Trend�Cars�Road�
Tests�data�in�R�[43].� At�first�sight,�Figure�2.b�looks�like�a�

depiction�of�the�distribution�of�car�mileages�(P(mpg)),�pro-
portionally�colored�by�cylinder�count�cyl1.�Accordingly,�the�
ggplot2 code�contains�fill = cyl,�the�common�way�of�ex-
pressing�“break�down�by�this�variable�using�fill�color”.�Little�
does�the�inexperienced�user�know�that�Figure�2.b�is�erroneous,�
because�the�system�does�not�understand�the�laws�of�probability.�
Instead�of�showing�the�proportion�of�8-cylinder�cars�within�the�
dataset�as�one�would�assume,�the�portion�of�8-cylinder�cars�(in�
light�green)�will�always�be�1/3�no�matter�the�data.�We�show�
how�ggplot2 commits�this�error�in�Figure�4.�Essentially,�the�
system�pieces� together� three�separate�densities�P(mpg|cyl) 
without�normalizing�by�cyl group�counts�P(cyl),�resulting�in�

1cyl�=�number�of�cylinders�in�a�car�engine.�mpg�=�miles�per�gallon,�
a�measure�of�mileage.�am�=�automatic�or�manual�transmission.�
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Figure�3.�A�subset�of�visualizations�described�by�the�PGoG�grammar.�For�geom_bloc,�we�assume�that�variable�A�is�continuous,�and�B,�C�are�discrete.�(If�
A�is�also�discrete,�geom_bloc will�produce�area�plots�[56].)�h <- ... is�height <- [the�probabilistic�variable�in�the�first�column].�f =�fill aesthetic.�

P(mpg|cyl)  !cylP(mpg|cyl) = ??

Stack y coordinates

Figure�4.� How�ggplot2 constructs�Figure�2.b.� Left:� the� system�first�
computes� three� density� estimates,� each� of� unit� area,� that� represent�
P(mpg|cyl) (cyl�=�4,�6�and�8).�Right:�ggplot2 stacks�the�densities�naively�
(position = stack),�creating�an�incorrect�figure:� the�viewer�might�in-
terpret� there� to�be�roughly�1/3�8-cylinder�cars,� while� in� the�data,� this�
proportion�is�43%.�In�terms�of�probability�notations,�stacking�creates�a�
part-whole�relationship�and�thus�implies�summation,�but�Âcyl�P(mpg|cyl) 
does�not�simplify�to�P(mpg).�

incorrect�proportions�of�cyl when�the�user�views�the�visual-
ization�as�a�whole.�In�this�example,�the�system’s�approach�to�
visualizing�a�bivariate�distribution�departs�from�what�the�user�
might�expect,�or�what�is�correct�statistically.�

For�the�purposes�of�this�paper,�a�probabilistic�visualization�
is� correct if� the� proportions� of� visual� elements� (such� as�
counts�or�areas)�and�their�spatial�placement�reflect�the�un-
derlying�probability�distribution,�including�any�conditional�
probabilities�or�part-to-whole�relationships.�Thus,�Figure�2.b�
is�incorrect.�

Even�when�the�existing�languages�produce�correct�probabilis-
tic� visualizations,� the� necessary� specifications� can� be� con-
voluted.� In�Figure�2.c�and�2.d,�we�compare�how�ggplot2 
and�our�specification,�PGoG,�describe�the�same�distribution�
P(mpg,cyl).� In�Figure�2.c,�the�normalization�term,�P(mpg),�

is�implied�with�the�line�stat(density*n),�which�is�a�hack�
to�access�the�internal�cylinder�count�n.�As�Figure�2.c�further�
shows,�specifying�color�(fill)�is�an�indirect�way�of�creat-
ing�a�conditional�density�P(cyl|mpg).�This�ggplot2 example�
illustrates�how�complex�it�is�to�specify�even�simple�probabil-
ity�distributions�in�existing�languages.�In�comparison,�PGoG�
understands�how�to�map�probability�expressions�directly�to�
visual�elements.�This�allows�users�who�understand�probability�
distributions�but�are�unfamiliar�with�implementation�details�to�
specify�precisely�the�probabilities�they�wish�to�depict,�analo-
gous�to�how�probabilistic�programming�lanugages�allow�users�
to�directly�specify�statistical�models.�

RELATED�WORK�

Probabilistic�Programming�

The�probabilistic�aspect�of�PGoG�is�partly�inspired�by�proba-
bilistic�programming�languages.�These�languages�use�explicit�
notations�to�represent�probability�distributions,�with�the�ca-
pacity� to� condition�on� (observed)�values�of�variables� [19].�
For�instance,�in�the�Stan�language,�an�independent�Bernoulli�
model�can�be�specified�using�syntax�very�close�to�statistical�
notations�(Figure�1�in�Carpenter�et�al.�[9]):�
model { 
theta ~ beta(1, 1); //prior 
y ~ bernoulli(theta); //likelihood 

} 

Stan,� and�probabilistic�programming� languages� in�general,�
hide�implementation�details�of�samplers�(including�scalabil-
ity�improvements),�enabling�not�only�statisticians�but�also�a�
broader�user�group�to�specify�custom�models�[18,�49,�41,�9].�
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ability�distributions�in�an�incorrect�or�convoluted�manner.�The�
specification�code�is�in�ggplot2,�a�popular�visualization�pack-
age�in�R�[21]�and�the�dataset�is�the�Motor�Trend�Cars�Road�
Tests�data�in�R�[43].� At�first�sight,�Figure�2.b�looks�like�a�
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portionally�colored�by�cylinder�count�cyl1.�Accordingly,�the�
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pressing�“break�down�by�this�variable�using�fill�color”.�Little�
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As�evidence�for�the�value�of�probabilistic�programming�for�
Bayesian�inference�alone,�JAGS�[41]�and�Stan�[9]�are�widely�
cited�(3000+�and�1600+,�respectively),�with�applications�in�
a�range�of�disciplines.�PGoG�similarly�defines�visualizations�
with�probability�notations�(hence�the�“probabilistic”�in�name),�
hiding�the�complexity�of�lower-level�specification�and�oppor-
tunities�for�errors.�PGoG�thus�enables�users�with�knowledge�
of�probability�distribution�notation�to�more�easily�create�prob-
abilistic�visualizations.�

Probabilistic�visualizations�

Probabilistic�visualizations�have�various�designs�and�are�used�
to�communicate�uncertainty�information�in�many�domains,�see�
Figure�1.�The�probabilities�they�express�can�be�a�probability�
mass� function�(pmf)� for�discrete�variables�or�a�probability�
density�function�(pdf)�for�continuous�variables.�PGoG�covers�
a�subset�of�probabilistic�visualizations.�

Probability & frequency formats in uncertainty visualization 
We�use�a�distinction�in�uncertainty�communication�[17]�—�
probability�v.s.� frequency�formats�—�to�ground�the�types�of�
probabilistic�visualizations�covered�by�PGoG.�A�probability�
format� is�a�continuous�representation,� represented�verbally�
with�percentages�(x%)�or�visually�with�area�plots�[56],�where�
the�area�of�a�visual�element�is�proportional�to�its�probabil-
ity.�Examples�of�area�plots�include�variants�of�pie�charts,�bar�
charts,�and�density�plots.� A�frequency�format� is�a�discrete�
representation,�represented�verbally�with�fractions�or�ratios�
(x-in-100)�or�visually�with�icon-based�(or�unit�[39])�visualiza-
tions,�which�include�variants�of�icon�arrays�and�dotplots.�

A�designer�may�want�to�choose�between�probability�and�fre-
quency�formats.� Frequency�format�visualizations�are�often�
found�to�help�comprehension�and�decision-making;�such�is�
the�case�with�quantile�dotplots�in�a�public�transit�setting�in�
Figure�1.1�[28,�13],�and�icon�arrays�in�medical�risk�commu-
nication�[36,�22,�38].� Figure�1.4�shows�an�icon�array,�with�
patients�grouped�by�disease�condition�and�test�results.�On�the�
other�hand,�probability�format�visualizations,�such�as�density�
plots,�are�widely�used�in�scientific�communication,�and�can�be�
more�compact�to�display�than�icon-based�counterparts.�

PGoG�supports�both�probability�and�frequency�formats.�This�
feature�may�help�users�to�quickly�explore�visualizations�of�the�
same�probability�distribution�in�either�format.�

Grammar�of�Graphics�

The� power� of� high-level� visualization� grammars� comes�
from�their�coverage�of�common�chart�types�with�a�relatively�
small� vocabulary.� One� notable� example� of� high-level�
grammars� is� Wilkinson’s� Grammar� of� Graphics� [58].� In�
this� formalization,� a�plot� is� a�combination�of�components,�
including�data�—�“data�operations�that�create�variables�from�
datasets”� and� elements� —� “graphs� [geometries]� and� their�
aesthetic�attributes�[aesthetics�or�encodings]”.�As�an�example,�
a� scatterplot� of� variable� B� against� A� can� be� specified� as:�

encoding(x position ← A, y position ← B) +
geometry(point)A

B

Some�widely-used�instantiations�of�the�Grammar�of�Graphics�
include� Vega-lite� [47]� and� Polaris� (later� Tableau)� [50].�

PGoG

P(A|B,...), ...
height ← , ...

geom_bloc

geom_icon

Grammar ggplot2

x ← , ...

geom_bar

geom_density

geom_points

geom_rect

geom_...

Aesthetics

...

A, ...

Figure�5.� PGoG�in�the�context�of�the�layered�grammar�of�graphics�[54].�
The� leftmost� “Grammar”� column� is� adapted� from� Figure� 4� of� Wick-
ham’s�paper�[54].�The�middle�column�lists�some�representative�instanti-
ations�of�layered�grammar�of�graphics�components�in�ggplot2.� PGoG�
extends�the�instances�of�data,�aesthetics,�and�geometry�components�from�
the�layered�grammar�of�graphics,�shown�in�the�rightmost�column.�

Most� relevant� to� our� work,� Wickham’s� layered� Grammar�
of�Graphics�groups� the�original�components� into� layers� to�
better�embed�the�grammar�into�an�implementation,�namely�
the�ggplot2 package�in�R�[54].� We�reproduce�and�extend�
Wickham’s�illustration�of�the�layered�Grammar�of�Graphics�
and�ggplot2 components�in�Figure�5.�

One�benefit�of�Grammar�of�Graphics�is�that�its�components�
leverage� structures� inherent� to� visualization� to� create� a�
modular� grammar,� instead� of� using� named� graphics� like�
“bar� chart”� [54].� As� a� result,� it� is� easy� to� change� from�
one� visualization� design� to� another.� The� previous� scatter�
plot� specification� can� be� easily� changed� to� a� bar� chart:�

encoding(x position ← A, y position ← B) +
geometry(bar)A

B

PGoG� conceptually� extends� the� data� component� in� the�
grammar�of�graphics,�and�defines�additional�aesthetics�and�
geometries�to�specify�probabilistic�visualizations.�

Convoluted�specifications�for�probabilistic�visualizations�

While�the�Grammar�of�Graphics�works�well�generally,�it�lacks�
abstractions�for�probabilistic�visualizations.�As�a�result,�speci-
fying�probabilistic�visualizations�can�be�ad�hoc.�For�example,�
the�ggplot2 package�has�a�proliferation�of�geometry�types�
for�density�plot�variants�alone,�such�as�ones�for�plain�density�
plots� (geom_density)� ,� violin�plots� ,� and� ridge�plots�

[21,�57].�Arguably,�this�ad�hoc�approach�diverges�from�
the�flexibility�and�elegance�of�the�Grammar�of�Graphics;�an�
approach�that�directly�incorporates�probability�distributions�
might�be�more�modular�and�flexible.�

Current�languages�also�have�hidden�dependencies�that�could�
be�inferred�from�the�probabilistic�structure�of�the�data,�such�as�
the�need�for�manual�normalization�in�the�ggplot2 example�
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Probabilistic Grammar of Graphics
• Adds probabilistic aesthetics 
• Discrete variables: probability mass 

function (pmf) 
• Continuous variables: probability 

density function (pdf) 

• Use other aesthetics (e.g. 
transparency, blur, animation) 

• Can be used to better study effect of 
frequency formats
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